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ABSTRACT 

It is widely accepted today that the general s tandard of the written communi-
cation of scientists and technologists is low. This is apparent both in higher educa-
tion and in industry. In order to remedy this deficiency, Communication SkiUs trai-
ning is regarded as a crucial component of university curricula and henee is 
becoming gradually integrated into academic degree coursework. Subjects such as 
the techniques and structures of technical writing as weU as those of effective oral 
presentation are the main constituents of this training. Surveys c a r n e d out by va-
rious scholars and experts in the field show that writing is rated as one of the most 
important skiUs required by practising engineers. The aim of this article is to focus 
attention on the three interactive constructs needed for effective writing and com
munication in general: the purpose for communicating; the audience to whom one 
communicates; and the selection and organisation of content to be communicated. 
The analysis of extensive coursework of engineering students at the School of Mming 
(Madrid) has aUowed me to devise a communicative methodology to gu.de their writ
ten work. This method is student-centred and basicaUy rehes on the use of several 
«trategies or tactics directed at selecting and arranging information appropriately 
within a specific genre. The outcome shows that students have gained awareness of 

gu.de
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the conventions and formats of some characteri§tic genres in the academir domain 
and ha ve ultimately improved their writing skills. Although there was not a testable 
hypothesis, this practice of strategies demonstrated qualitatively an advance in their 
ability to produce a good written piece of vvork. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last decade, data on science and engineering education has been 
collected from various departments in British and American institutes of hig-
her eduation. This evidence suggets that the technical student all too often re-
ads superficially and fails to take the meaning. S/he seems to find self-expres-
sion in writing difficult, lacks appropriate forms of expression for particular 
situations and, in general, has a poor command of English. This research also 
reveáis that the faculty of these instituions have noticed these weaknesses in 
the students' ability to express themselves orally and in writing (see Railton 
1984; Turk & Kirkman 1992; and Jenkins, Jordán & Weiland 1993). 

Although the primary training and interests of science and engineering 
students lie in technical áreas, skills developed in their fields will be unnoticed 
and unappreciated unless they can communicate to others what they are doing 
and why it is important. From this perspective, Communication Skills are not 
only necessary but, as Huckin and Olsen (1991:3) state, they are critical tools 
for success, even survival, in real world environments. 

The focus on Communication Sills was first developed with the Ll spea
ker in mind. He would not only have native speaker competence but also have 
had a thorough formal education in the mechanics of the language. With such 
a concern in mind, Communication Skills could concern itself almost exclusi-
vely with how to achieve greater effíciency in communication, especially in the 
áreas of science, technology and management. Although English is not the Ll 
in Spain, the majority of students in higher education receive formal instruc-
tion in this foreign language, being the main vehicle for interpersonal and wor-
king relations worldwide. Native-speaker proficiency cannot therefore be as-
sumed, but communicative competence involving a series of written and oral 
skills is considered essential in an EFL situation. Leaners are expected to have 
some grounding in core English and the task in ESP will be teaching them to 
extend or even adapt this competence to particular fields of work or study. At 
tertiary level, Communication Skills become crucial since undergraduates ne-
ed to be prepared more specifícally for the positions that they will occupy in 
their future careers in industry and management, and there is no doubt that En
glish plays a major role in everyday working transactions. 
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In fact, most surveys conducted in renowned industries on the education 
of engineers (see Keenan & Newton 1984; Huckin & Olsen 1991) demonstra-
te that a major part of their professional success relies on their ability to trans-
mit the results of their work to technical and non-technical colleagues, clients 
and subordínales in a meaningful and effetive way. The findings of such sur
veys show that Communication Skills rank higher than most other types of 
skill, being arranged in order of importance as follows: 
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ENQINEERING pnACTICE ^ _ ^ « ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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Figure 1. Types of communication ranked by impotance to engineering practice. 

Huckin & Olsen 1991:12. 
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As can be seen in figure 1, technical writing along with oral skills is one 
of the major categories which often receives the highest rating since it is re-
garded as critical or very important to success. 

In response to this concern, a good number of science and engineering 
departaments both in British and Amercian universities have integrated a 
course in technical writing into the academic curriculum (see Hendricks & 
Pappas 1996). The primary objective of this course is to raise undergraduate 
student writing and communication skills above the level expected by future 
employers. Underlying these special programmes is the belief that all writing 
and oral communication are creative activities —acts of thinking, conceptua-
lising, organising, and drafting ideas into an accessible form for a specific au-
dience. 

At Spanish universities, the need for writing skills in academic course-
work is also an essential demand (Palacios 1994: 210). Recent research carried 
out by lecturers of the Departament of Applied Linguistics at Universidad Po
litécnica de Madrid has shown that writing and speaking in English are the two 
communication skills most needed by: 

— Professors of the technical schools and faculties: to write and publish 
scientific pappers in International joumals as well as to attend confe-
rences and meetings in technical subjects. 

— And also by students: to get a job (for oral interviews, written appli-
cations, etc.) and to be promoted within a company. 

Consequently, if non-native speaking graduales do not want to be isolated 
from the real world, they need to communicate with representatives of other In
ternational companies and also with their colleagues to keep abreast of tech-
nological developments and to share research on International projects such as 
ESPRIT or EUREKA. 

So acute has this need become that, in order to improve graduales' Com
munication Skills within their working environments, departaments of Science 
and Technology at various Spanish universities have offered a wide range of 
post-graduate and doctórate degree courses to meet this requirement. These 
courses deal with subjects such as: composing strategies; the teaching of rea-
ding comprehension and oral communication; and also using English as an ac-
cess tool to scientific documents (see list of Spanish university courses through 
Internet)'. 

Internet: http:\\www.rediris.es\recursosVentros\univ.es.html. 

http://www.rediris.es/recursosVentros/univ.es.html
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For example, the Departament of Linguistics Applied to Science and 
Technology at Universidad Politécnica (Madrid) has initiated, during the 
last few years, two doctórate degree courses dealing with oral presentations 
and writing in technical and professional settings. In fact, the new program-
me ofered for the period 2000/02 includes various topics within this field: 

— Oral presentations in professional settings. 
— Technical and professional writing. 
— How to write research articles in English to be published in scientifíc 

and technical joumals. 

The courses are open to students of other programmes, specialities and 
even universities. One of the objectives is to expand the offer in the near futu-
re to address various topics within this field (e.g. Genres in E.S.P.; The Tech
nical Report; and the Technical Research Article), and eventually provide gra-
duates and professionals withsuitable training in Communication Skills of then 
lacking in their former education. 

During their academic studies, a science and technology student is en-
gaged in a process of storing information made available to them by reading, 
note-taking, listening to lectures, participating in seminars, interpreting data, 
carrying out experiments and recording them, memorising, or simply noting 
down where sources can be recalled from. The process of information retne-
val, storage, organistaion and transmission carries on throughout the course 
of their professional career, even if it is not tested under formal exammation 
conditions. In fact, during their professional lifetime, they spend a lot of ti
me assimilating information by themselves and communicating it to others. 

These activities depend on acquiring good Communication Skills. There 
is little difference between the main communication skills needed m the aca
demic world and those required in industry as figure 2 below shows. The mam 
differences concern the respective audiences. 

The genres required in the technical and scientifíc field vary little from the 
"ndergraduate to the professional: perhaps within the structure of a company 
or organisation, proposals, memos and letters are more often used. The wntmg 
Purposes regarded as a priority in these two spheres fall into three mam cate-
gories: inform; define/describe; and persuade. At an academic level the emp-
hasis is laid more on informing the reader. The skills needed are practically the 
same from undergraduates to professionals, from the instructor to a wide ran-
ge of prospective readers. But between the academic and industnal domams, 
there is a notable contrast in the audience. Why? 

At school or college, writing is a process of display addressed to teache^ who 
already know the infonnation whereas in professional life. the aim and audience 
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Genres 

Áudience 

Parpóse 

SkOIs 

Undcrgratfvau 

Reports 
Letters 
Resumes 
Outlines 
Summahes 

The instruaor 

To inform 

Sumnurizing 
Paraphrasing 
Describíng 
Comparing 
ExplaJnt ng/inter-

preting 

Qrjiduate 

Reports 
Journal articlcs 
7*hcsis 
Abstracts 
Letters 
Resumes 
Curriculum Vitae 

The instructor 
A thesis committee 
Fellow specialists 

To inform (and 
persuádela) 

Summarizing 
Paraphrasing 
Describíng 
Comparing 
Explaining/tnter-

pretmg 
Synthetizing 
Critiquing 

Profcssional 

Reports 
Memos 
Letters 
Proposals 
Anieles 
Resumes 
Etc. 

Supervisor 
NUnagers 
Client» 
Co-workers 
Sales dept 
Investors 
Government 

agencies 
Fellow 

professionals 
Etc 

To inform 
To define and 

describe 
To persuade 

Summarizing 
Paraphrasing 
Describíng 
Comparing 
Explainíng/ínter-

preting 
Symhesizing 
Critiquing 
Persuading 
Recommending 
Etc 

Figure 2. Technical/Scientific Writing. Reprinted by permission of Thomas Huckin 1994. 

for writing are often different. For the first time, the new profcssional scientist or 
engineer is writing for people who do not know the information: clients, investors, 
managers, etc. The readers do not want to assess; they want to leam and use the in
formation for their own purposes. Therefore, tactics must change. The main aim is 
to ease the reader's burden by concentrating on simpiicity and clarity of language 
and the minimum of information to be conveyed, instead of embedding it in sop-
histicated language, with complex structures and pompous vocabulary. 

Thus, there are two crucial aspects of communicating technical and scien-
tific information which must be considered first: any piece of writing has a de-
finite parpóse and is directed to a particular áudience. 
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n . PURPOSE AND AUDIENCE 

In technical writing, the purpose is generally to inform. to define or des
cribe, and/or to demostrate. Most topics can be treated in one of these ways, de-
pending upon the situation you find yourself in. Often, you are simply infor-
ming like in the foUowing figure advertising a machine: 

P E R K I N - E L M E R Lambda 1A Spectrophotometer 

Figura 1. Psrkin-EIriMr LambtU 1A 

Pwkin-Elmef's Umbda 1A represents the cosí-
mduced wraion ol the highty rellable and 
successful Lambda 1. 

It is a single beam, hlgh performance 
spectrophotometcf which is adaptable to a wide 
ranoe of analyticaí methods This tctally 
microprocessor controlled spectropliotometer 
provides optimum operating conditions by simple 
keyslroke commands. The extended wavelength 
range of 190 lo 900 nm w¡th a spectral bandpass of 
2 nm maltes it the ideal, general purpose 
spectrophotometer for the laboralory demanding 
superior pertormance at a reasonable pric» 

Faaturee 
• ThrM Operatirtg Mode* 

Umbda i A is capabte ol reading samples m 
%T, Absorbance. cr directly in concentration 
units. 
In the Concentration Mode, the concentration 
factor (the numbef by which the absorbance 
must be multiplied to obtain the concentration) 
can be determined automatlcally by the instnj-
ment or entered manually by the operator. 

• Microprocessor Conlrotled 
Lambda 1A is lotally controlled by a 
microprocessor - no fillers, lamps, or úetectore 
to changa throughout the entire wavetength 
range. 
The operator simply depresses the appropnate 
keys lo sel the operating conditions and the 
microprocessor automaticaüy and precisety seis 
the desired parameters. 

• Nina Memory Locatlons 
Nine con píete sets of operating parameters can 
be stored in memory filos wnhin Lambda lA us-
ing ihe Sale Memory featur». 
By recalling a speclfic memory Me, Ihe instru-
menl automatically sets the operalnig 

parameters a$ they were originally stored. The 
need to reenter operating parameters for routine 
analyses is eliminated. 

• Integrslion ot Absortianct Vsltie 
A Simple keypad command allows the absor
bance valué of a sample to be averaged {in-
tegrated) over a four-second interval. 

Wtde Selection of Accesaoríac 
• Intomate Prlnter for hard copy printout ot results 

and operating parameters. 
• Supar Sippar (heated or unheated) auto sampler 

for aulomatic sample transfer to tnstrurT\ent, 
• Multl Sampler for totally automalic sampling for 

up to 210 samples. 
• Integraiing Qel Scsnner for reading and in-

tegrating 10 cm disc gois. Requires RiOOA 
Recorder. 

• RIOOA Recorder for graphical presentation of 
time drive analysls, gel scans, or bar graph 
presentation ot results wllh Super Sipper. 

• Multi-Cell Programmars for aulomatic reading of 
up to 5 cells at speclfic íntervals - temperature 
control available. 

• R5232C Inlerface tor t)ldirect'onal communica-
tion with 8 computar. 

Figure 3. An example of an informative advertisement. 
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This is an example of a catalogue description written in formal technical lan-
guage. It includes statements about function, details of its main features and speci-
fications of built-in accessories. The purpose of the description is primarily to ma-
ke the reader aware of the existence of this new versión of a spectrophotometer. 

However, you may not be merely describing a machine, but trying to de
mónstrate its superiority with respect to other machines of the same type. To 
do so, you will need to give sound arguments by showing, perhaps, how your 
machine is more economical and easier to maintain than other machines. So 
you will be persuading! You discover then that, although your ostensible pur
pose was initially to inform about a mechanism, other unstated purposes are re-
quired to complete the overall task. 

Figure 4 is a persuasive catalogue description which uses persuasive catalogue 
description uses straightforward and aggresive marketing language. The message is 
understood by simply reading the títle: «The Principie is the Same... One Works 
Better...». This is not a detailed description of a machine but a presentation designed 
to convince you of superior money saving and eíficiency. Like most such descrip-
tions, word are chosen for one special purpose: to encourage the customer to buy. 

Whatever your purpose, it is good practice to express it clearly at the very 
beginning, as shown in this more formal example: 

A major objective of the TES investigation is to determine and 
map the mineralogy of the Martian surface in order to understand the 
formation and development of Mars. To understand present and past 
conditions on Mars, it is important to determine if the surface materials 
are, for example, volcanic, weathering producís, or chemical precipí
tales. We demónstrale here that Manían dark malcriáis are volcanic 
and that they vary sígníficantly across ihe planel. These findings can 
help lead lo an undersladíng of planelary mechanísms such as the de
velopment of ihe Manían crust, heal loss processes, bulk composition, 
magma differenliation, and source materials of the Manían soíl and 
dust ("A Global View of Manían Surface Composítions from MGS-
TES". Science (March 2000) vol. 287:1626). 

Having the purpose clearly in mind helps to organise your thinking in a 
coherent way. Also, if that purpose is made evident to the audience, they will 
fmd it easier to understand the message. It is important therefore to be aware 
not only of the purpose underlying each piece of writing but also of the au
dience to which it is addressed. Henee, as Houp & Pearsall report: 

Identifyíng the audíences, theír characteristícs, and their needs ís 
one of the most important jobs communicators have... it determines 
what kind of informatíon must be províded and how ít should be ph-
rased(1992:66). 
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The Principie is Tlie Same... 
irs Just Tliat One Wbrics Bener. 

In industrial deaning. the key is 

h:ivin}» rhc righi equtpcnent, people and 

i'xpciiise 10 do ihc job righi the ñrst 

lime - safely and efficiently. Thcre's a 

lo( more to jt than just soaping away. 

At HydroChem our depUi of 

resourccs makes ihc difTerence. With 

dose to 50 offices nationwide, equip-

meni and hotsepower unmatched in 

our induslry, and cxpeniy trained per-

sonnel, no oihcr company comes doeic 

From scale temoval to degassing to 

corrosión control, HydroChem providv 

the wjdest range of deaning system^ 

iivailable. From exchangers to towers 

[O reactor vessels, we have the horse 

tX)wer and icchnology to dcan more 

ihoroughJy and more quickly thun an> 

iJther iTKiustna! cleantnK company 

Whcther it's clwniical ilcamng, 

hydroblasting, vacuum servici*. metal 

cutting, unk deaning, wtste minuniz;< 

tion or other special service*. 

HydnDChem's expcitise is unmaiched 

iTteaning more deaning efficiency and 

iloUar savtngs for your pbnt. 

For more information abo^ 

HydroChem's fuil Une of industrial 

cleaning services, idease cali or write 

for a ffw brochure. 

" ^ INDUrnUALSttVlCHS. INC 

PTOu¿m¿ Irmovaave Soludons To 
Induinúl Ckonm; Proiilniu. 

6210 Rohwiy 
Hou9«i, Toas 77040 

(713) •tó-2130 
(800)WE-CI£AN 

F»: (713)329-2444 
aTi-w HydniOiem.L-um 

rar Mar* IfriocmallM. «MU ki I * 

' igure 4. An example of a persuasive advertisement. 
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Every form of text, every register of writing has conventions that both 
writers and readers must respect. If these conventions are ignored, communi-
cation fails. For instance, within any given company, one can expect to find 
technicians, specialists, managers, lawyers, and experts in marketing and fi-
nance, each group possesing a distinctive discourse structure. A report that do-
es not take into account this particular structure and set of individuáis is likely 
to be faulty and incomplete (see Bhatia 1994: 14). 

As a general rule, graduates the same as professionals in science and tech-
nology will come across audiences with the concems and characteriscs outli-
ned in figure 5 below: 

AUDIENCE CONCERNS AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Lay Persont • Read for learning and interés! 
• Have more interés! in practice than theory 
• Need help with science and mathsmatics 
• Enjoy and leam from human interest 
• Requíre background and definitions 
• Need simplicity 
• Leam from simple graphics 

ExecutlvM • Read to make decisions 
• Have more interest in practice than theory 
• Need plain language 
• Leam from simple graphics 
• Need Information on people, profits, and environment 
• Expect Implications, condusions, and recommendations expressed 

deariy 
• Read selectively—skimming and scanning 
• Have self-interests as well as corporate interests 

Technicians • Read for How-To Information 
• Expect emphasls on practica! matters 
• May have llmitatlons in mathematics and theory 
• May expect theory If higher leve! 

Experts • Read for how and why things work 
• Need and want theory 
• Will read selectively 
• Can handle mathematics and termlnology of fleld 
B Expect graphics to display resulta 
• Need new terms defined 
• Expect Inferences and condusions to be clearty but cautiously ex

pressed and well supported 

Comblned • One person may combine the attríbutes of several audiences 
• Readers may consist of representativas of several audiences 

Audience Concems 

Figure 5. Audience Concems (Houp & Pearsall 1992: 51). Reprinted by permission of 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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Writers must determine who the reader is an then decide how to meet their 
needs and concems. Most of the time they will not have one particular audien-
ce (mostly specialists) but a combined audience, that is, a team of people con-
sisting of executives, experts and lay readers. Henee they will need to consider 
several types of reader at once and try to meet their expectations, needs and in-
terests as closely as possible. 

III. WRITING SKILLS AND STRATEGIES FOR COMMUNICATING SUCCESSFULLY 

What to include in a document —and how to arrange it— is dictated lar-
gely by the intention in writing it. Do you want your readers simply to read 
and understand the text, but not necessarily to remember the Information? If 
so, providing key words and phrases, devising a concrete layout to highlight 
relevant points and creating summarising paragraphs or tables will not be ne-
cessary to help them retain the Information you are presenting. But if you are 
trying to inform about a particular device, you will have to use these and ot-
her tactics. It won't be enough just to present the material in a way that 
allows the reader to skim it and gain an overview of what you are proposmg. 
Information has to be laid out in a different way to explain how the device is 
built, how it works, how to use it, and so on. 

Although these different purposes (description, definition, instruction, ar-
gument...) may appear at some point in various types of writing tasks, both the 
order in which they appear and the amount of detall will vary. In fact, good 
communication relies on appropiate SELECTION and ORGANISATION of 
content. 

Especially for readers of scientific and technical literature «... wntmg is 
meaningful to the extent that it provides the information they need, located 
where they can quickly fínd it, in a form in which they can easily use it>> (Huc-
kin & Olsen 1991: 395). Writers in this field should, then, do everythmg pos
sible to make the information in their writing clear, accessible and useful to the 
potential reader. ^ , 

MI too often, they are expected to produce different types of texts/genres 
immediately from and outline or even a draft, without being given the oppor-
tunity to gather an organise the material they will use in their documents. In my 
opinión, more attention should be given to the pre-writing stage, where mfor-
mation skills are imperative to grasp. 

The two basic skills that should sei^e as a starting pomt in the wntmg pro-
cess are: to select information appropiate to the audience; and to organise/struc-
ture information so that it meets the reader's needs. After selectmg and organí-
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sing information in the early stage of the writing process, the stages of drafting, 
revising and editing the document foUow. 

3.1. Selecting information 

Selecting information appropriately appears to be a common weakness in 
scientific and technical writing. Many times the message conveyed by the wri-
ter is too blurred by irrelevant and superíluous detail. The first step before any 
writing is produced is to discover the material that will be used in the compo-
sition. Of course, not all the material needed can be assumed knowledge at the 
start. You have to resort to other sources (such as bibhographies, letters of en-
quiry, asking experts on the topic.) to fill in the gaps in your knowledge and 
gather enough information on the subject. 

According to Houp & Pearsall, brainstorming about a subject seems to be 
the best way to start the ball rolling. At this initial stage, there should be no 
attempt to evalúate or arrange the material because that may cause you to dis-
card an idea that may prove valuable. All that has to be done is to bring ideas 
and facts out in the open, where they can be considered and analysed. 

Later on, it is useful to employ standard arrangement pattems as aids to 
develop the material. For example, if your purpose is to instruct your reader 
how to opérate a machine, an instruction pattem —often shown in catalogues 
and brochares— may help brainstorm your material in a more guided way. 
You know that a set of instructions often lists and describes the tools that must 
be used and also states the steps of the procedure in a chronological order. The-
refore, you will begin jotting down initial thoughts and ideas that come to mind 
in accordance with an intruction format. 

In my current occupation, students often ask for guidance when they ha-
ve to write letters to apply for grant or a job. They know how to address a 
friend or relative but they fail to identify the type of information and language 
that should be included in formal correspondence. This is a genre where dis-
covery techniques are essential to select the kind of information required for a 
well-presented piece of writing. 

In the doctórate course I teach at the School of Mining Engineering, the 
class was first given a sample of a formal letter of application to work on pro-
of-reading (see appendix 1). The students were then asked to correct and re-
write it according to the criteria of application letters format (shown in block 
capitals. Figure 6). This is one example produced by them: 

This is a good example of a letter composed in accordance with the 
steps of the selection process. In the planning stage, the students were re-
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225 Nutem Ha» 
Brookriekl Polytechnic Inttitulc 

A m e i . N Y 12181 

Mr Bitl DaMem 

Sperry UnivK Semiconduciot Di vistor» 

S I P B U I . M N 55163 

OPENER S H O W I N C K N O W L E D G E OF THE C O M P A N V « 

SPECIFIC JOB MENTIONED 

I nHJ in the Jwwwy IWO iuue of E E E ^leani in u i irticle about the 

rewareh which a beíng carn«l out at your intóule. I a lw read the 

adveituemenl for a potition of Bipolar Devetopmea En|ilieer. and I wiih 

lo apply for il. 

mGHLICITTS O F EDUCATION 

I will receive my BEEE from BPl io June of the preMM yoar AJao. I have 

taken leveral c o u n e i in leroi-conductor devicea. iiwgraiod circuit». and 

digital lopc circuit detign. 

H I C H L I C H T S O F WORK EXPERIENCE 

FOT tbe pait ymt. I have completed a lenior detifD preject which conain»! 

in dengni i^ an l iott iutetuhf« bipolar dtvk» chipi uiing itate-of the-art 

lechniquei. I w u alw re^wnaiWe for testinf and chtracierizini flie device 

chipi. Moreover. I wortod at the Electron Phyaic» Libomocy at Brookfeki 

Poiytachnic Initituie, where I took pan in the dMÍtoing fte numerical 

tnalytit tubroutíne of the con^xiter program. 

[ bdieve that my catpcneoce and educatiiMal background would aneblé lo 

make significatir contnbutnni to your cxp«idin| diviiiod 

REFERENCE T O RESUME 

You will find more detaikd infonnation aboui my cducaiion and work 

expenence m the nwmt whnh 1 enclose. 

REQUEST FOR INTERVIEW 

1 would be very gnlefiíl if il would be possiblc to arran̂ ê an appomimenl ai 

toon ai possiblc 

I look forward to hcanng froiti you soon 

Thank you for your attention lo this lettcr 

SiDccrely yours. 

PetryC Culbert 

Figure 6. Example of a student's letter. 

minded that the main communicative purpose of the Job - P P " " ^ ^ / ^ " ^ ^ j ^ 
persuasive, so that they became aware of the primary intenUon that shou d 
díctate their writing, i.e. to persuade someone to give them the job This in 
tum determined the formal style and rules of appropnacy used in this sort of 

corre^ondence. ^^^^^ ^^,^^,,^^^ 3nd jottmg down the initial ideas and 
statements that carne to mit̂ d, they had to select their material - ^ X " of 
arrangement pattem, which govemed the layout and irrfonnation conve" ^ons of 
a formal cover letter. This pattem corresponded to the foUowmg sections. 

1) Opener showing source of infomiation about the job & specific job title. 
2) Highlights of education and work expenence. 
3) Reference to resume. 
4) Request for an interview. 

• • t .u o r̂,if> iptter the writer states the source of in-At the begmning of the sample letter, tne wi ^omnanv to re-
formation for the job: he has been interested enough m the company 
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search its activities. The middle portion poinpoints his qualifications and 
work experience that relate directly to the job sought; then he refers the re-
ader to his resume. And in closing, he hints at the possibility of an inter
view. 

It is clear that the compostion of the document has been preceded by a task 
of preparation. Selection of information is therefore vital to the writing process. 
In this prewriting stage, after urging students to brainstorm a specific isue to 
genérate ideas and work out a plan as highlighted in the sample letter, they will 
head for the appropriate selection of high priority information in accordance 
with the contents and format of the document, followed by a sensible ordering 
of main points and supporting details. An effort has been made to contextuali-
se the letter, considering the concems, needs and interests of both the addres-
ser and addresee. 

3.2. Organísing Information 

Just as there is an arrangement pattem for the application letter, there are 
other definite arrangements for different documents (some of them etablished 
as proper genres), which may serve as models to structure a text. 

Developing adequate schemata for the structures of determined texts is an 
essential prerequisite for the production of a piece of good prose. After exami-
ning mining engineering students' written work for the last five years, I have 
come to the conclusión that they need to be taught how to arrange information 
appropriately in a piece of writing. Students must leam that writing in English 
is not simply a question of relying on an accurate translation of their sentences 
from their mother tongue into English; but that the orgeinisation of written dis-
course has its own conventions. They should be helped to leam this schema 
right from the start of the writing process. 

Consequently, the very first thing they should be aware of is that, in any 
piece of writing in English, it is common practice to state the topic (that is, the 
main idea, focus or point of view), and then determine the best squence in 
which their ideas shoul be presented. They should choose an arrangement pat
tem: instractional, chronological, comparison, classification, analysis, cause 
and effect and so on, all of them acting as supporting details to the main state-
ment made. Each of these pattems has in tum certain characteristic features, 
and by using these, they can make it easier for the reader to process the text as 
a unified whole. 

In order to develop an awareness of the conventional construction and 
use of different types of written communication and their discourse organi-
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sation, writers have to be sufficiently exposed to a w.de range of ^-^^^-^ 
texts exhibiting such features and especially those genres with a distinctive 
discourse s t r u i r e as will be used in their acaden^ic and profess.onal con-

' ' ' ' ' l have chosen the ABSTRACT -representative of i^.. research g e n r e -
to illustrate this principie, since it is an essential document wUhm the academic 
wodd. Its n,am L c t i o n .s to summarise and highlight the - ^ « ^ ^ P - " ^ *^ 
investigaion so that the prospective reader can decide if it is m h.s interest to 
read the article in full. It has the following structure: 

_ The first part (a few sentences) presents the reasons fo^^he study -
what the objectives w e r e - and states what exactly was studied (PUR-
POSEandSCOPEofinvestigation). 

_ The method is exposed but no focused on in any detaü (MET-

_ ?h?middle part - t h e largest in ^^^^^^'^^;^!Í^^^^'¡;¿^ ^ ' 
conclusions (major FINDINGS and ^^-'^^\''''^^];''Jf^^^^, , , , 

- T h e last part (this is optional) ^iscusses .mphcaUons of findmgs and 
makes recommendations (RECOMMENDATIONS). 

Abstracts can be descriptive or informative^The ^ ^ ^ ¡ ^ ¡ ^ ^ 

dicate the sub.ect of a paper ( ^ J J ^ ^ f ^ ^ :̂ ^^^^ 

tains the tone and essential scope ot tne ongum 

"^^ TO complete - . s t u d i ^ ^ ^ n . . . . n . a ; ^ ^ 
universities ^ave to wn e an^bst act̂  p^^^^^^ ^^^^^.^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ 
mor year project in Enghsh. ^fter rev.ew, g P ^^^ ^^^^ .̂ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^ 

ve noted that for the most P^'^^ff^t^^^^nenc., students do not know 
foUow the format ment.oned ab°^«^ ^^ "^^ P ^ ted for scientific wri-
how to write informative abstracts which 2 X 2 - ^ ^ ^y a simplified ou-
ting. Thus, they tend to present the topic merely tono 

«SPECTRA: A Si.nal ^ - - * X r ^ l T / n t " L .o wH„ ^ . 
sactions on Education 39/2: 18U-5. may ly J 
own abstract. Below is an example of a student s work. 
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Abstract 
In traditional engineering leaming enviroments, real-world 
problems are too often ignored or reduced to trivialized case 
studies. SPECTRA is a new class of technology-based 
educational delivery system for the study of digital 
processing (DSP) that can emulate a real engineering 
experience. This paper will develop the SPECTRA 
philosophy and methodology and then demónstrate its 
impact on two new undergraduate and gradúate level DSP 
courses. The several leaming innovations of SPECTRA 
have produced promising results that will be quantified in 
the future as the curriculum evolves. 

Figure 7. A student's versión of an abstract. 

Although topic and purpose have been stated in the first Unes, this abstract 
simply reports on the new technology-based system called SPECTRA for the 
study of DSP education, which has proved to be successful in an engineering 
leaming environment. The methods employed to carry out the investigaion are 
not mentioned. Neither does it define the DSP innovations introduced by this 
system. The conclusión limits itself to promising future results. 

The abstract is meant to give the reader an exact and concise knowledge 
of the full article. But the reader of this abstract would lack information regar-
ding the methods and the achievements of the study. Therefore, he will have to 
move on to the main body of the research looking for these items. To write an 
informative abstract, organisational pattems are critical and thus students must 
leam the structure mentioned previously (p. 385). 

In order to properly organise the main ideas of their projects within the ty-
pical formal and conventions of an abstract, we can introduce them to several 
strategies or tactics that have proved useful in the classroom, as noted by this 
author, linguistic experts and writing trainers (Carino 1993; Porush 1995; Swa-
les & Feak 1997). 

3.2.1. To recognise the purpose or principal activity ofthe investigation 

This is one of the most important sections or «moves» of the abstract and 
should be stated clearly so that the reader leams right from the start what the 
document is about. The author must begin with a thesis or hypothesis that 
forms the basis of the research being reported. 
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e.g. «This paper sets out to examine..» 
«This investigation provides an analysis...» 
«This study provides evidence for the hypothesis that...» 

Students sometimes do not state the purpose clearly, so the reader has to 
proceed to other sections of the report to work it out. 

3.2.2. To distinguish betweenfacts and opinions 

Opinions in scientific and technical writing, unlike those in everyday 
^P jjjey are arrived at after some 

social conversation, are educated guesses. iney m 
study or observation has taken place. Although an opinión has not yet been 
proved i°might be in the future. A fact, on the other hand, may be demons-
tratld or hTs already been proved. Once proved, facts are accepted and con-

' ' ^ ^ w ^ g an abstract, it is necessary to c^cjde ^ ^ ^ s p ^ -

ted in the report . u s t be - - - - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
ments are only opinions. ^>tudents somcui.. ahstract 
dies to be irrefutable facts and they put them forward "^ ^^e ab«^ J^^' 
without realising that they may be only educated g-^^^J^fJ^^^^^^^^^^ 
should not be presented as basic arguments (or macro-propositions) of 

" ' " ™ s is the case of another student on the doctórate course who wrote an 
abstr^t oí the Spectra article. The authors say in the summary of the repon. 

«The use of personal CBI has seemed to produce measurable 

and desirable results». 

fact: 

a statement which is merely an opinión whereas he quotes it as a given 

«Spectra technology as seem now is producing promising re-

sults». 

• . ..urinl niece of information in every sentence 3.2.3. To communicate a crucial piece uj »y 

• ^^^n\f\r Ítems of information, the abs-
Crucial means that, by leaving «"^^^P^^^J^^^^ ,^i,le/report. 

tract will not be a precise overview of the come 
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Students need to discem essential data corresponding to the principal 
«moves» of this genre, and condense the minimum necessary information for 
the reader to understand most significant aspects of the investigation. 

3.2.4. To maintain the same leve I of generality throughout 

Writing an abstract is an important cognitive exercise that serves to con
dense information in order to provide a concrete view of the research. There-
fore, it should be written in general terms without any reference to the text of 
the paper itself, as in the following: 

e.g. X: «The information ofthis paper carne from the results of ...» 
X: «As the data this paper presents will show...» 
X: «Waste heat recovery can be used to produce saturated or 
superheated steam as, for example in combined cycle applica-
tion...». 

3.2.5. To use models 

Models or examples taken from other bibliographical or study sources can 
help students analyse how information is arranged in a specific way within a 
genre. In the case of an abstract, they may consult other dissertations or final 
year projects with a view to: 

— Reading and thinking about the contení —that is, the information in-
cluded, how it is presented and summarised in relation to the rese
arch. 

— Looking closely at the language used in addition to the style, so that 
they may underline or make notes of any useful expressions and sen-
tence structures to be employed in their own abstracts. 

— Examining the organisation and development of ideas following the 
concrete «moves» of an abstract, which may guide the ordering and 
structuring of the most salient points of their own research reports. 

In order to write a good abstract from the article mentioned above, doc
tórate students were previously provided with several samples of abstracts 
which they analysed for format, contents and language. After applying the-
se strategies, they came up with a superior final product, such as in this 
example: 
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SPECTRA: A Signal Processing 
Engineering Curriculum 

At present, it seems to be that new technologies should be 
introduced into the educational process in order to adapt the 
academic experience to the actual needs of industry. It is 
important to change the emphasis from Icnowing to reaching 
some goals suchas as: supporting cooperative leaming, 
group problem-solveing and hands-on education. In this 
frame, SPECTRA was developed like a technology-based 
comprehensive engineering educational delivery system for 
the study of digital processing (DSP). SPECTRA introduces 
a number of DSP education innovations into the classroom, 
including a commitment to cooperative leaming and a 
reliance on personal computer-based instructional (CBI) 
tools and technologies. This paper will develop the 
SPECTRA philosophy and methodology and then 
demónstrate its impact on new undergraduate and gradúate 
level DSP courses. Personal CBI tools were used in class to 
show virtually every major topic and then used by students 
to solve challenging programs that were parametrized to 
appear as a wireless communication problem. The use of 
personal CBI has produced measurable and desirable results. 
In the future, these results will be quantified as the 
curriculum evolves. 

Figure 8. Revised versión of the abstract. 

As can be seen, this student has introduced the subject of the investigation 
in his abstract by means of background information about SPECTRA. This is im-
mediately followed by a clear statement of the purpose or principal activity of the 
paper. The next «move» is a sentence explaining the tools (methods) used to ob-
tain specific goals. Major findings are not explained because the paper itself do-
es not give enough data to show the outcome of the research. The only referen-
ce to a conclusión is a sentence indicating quantifiable results in the future. 

In any case, the student states/actó in every sentence; no opinions are gi-
ven. He follows the «moves» or sections of the informative abstract closely, 
communicating the essential data of the report. He never alludes to the main 
text of the paper but maintains generality throughout. And finally, it can be se
en that he has endeavoured to condense the salient information of the source 
article into the principal «moves» of the abstract, imitating other sources stu-
died previously. 
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In sum, all the prewriting strategies are directed at focusing attention on 
the structure and organisation of the material to be processed, in such a way 
that students become able to reproduce its main generic features and eventually 
compose an acceptable piece of written work. 

IV. CONCLUSIÓN 

Higher education must concern itself with preparing students to commu-
nicate effectively. Unfortunately, the standard of communication in the field of 
science and technology is generally considered to be disturbingly low not only 
in writing, but also in oral interaction with other professionals. Despite the fact 
that the primary training and interest of scientists and technologists lie in tech-
nical áreas, unless they can communicate what they are doing and why it is im-
portant, they will be unable to put their knowledge to effective use. 

In this context of higher education —especially at university level— 
Communication Skills training is essential. Not only does it enable students to 
communicate clearly for the purpose of their academic studies, but also prepa
res them for the wide range of communication tasks and situations that they 
will face as graduates in their future occupations. 

Communication Skills training deals with subjects like the techniques and 
structures of technical writing as well as the techniques of effective oral pre-
entation and other managerial skills. Technical writing is foremost among the 
skills required both in academic and professional settings. 

At university, right from the start, undergraduates are judged by their 
coursework (essays, records of experiments, project reports, theses) and by 
performance in written examinations. Only by writing well can they give a go-
od account of themselves as students, applicants for employment, and as em-
ployees: writing letters, instructions, reports, anieles and scientific papers for 
publication. 

In the future, professionals in this field will be faced with a wider and 
much more diverse set of written tasks. These will demand: 1) an increased abi-
lity in the structuring and arrangement of data, ideas, diagrams... as they ac-
quire and display specialised technical knowledge; 2) the ability to present 
their material, views and proporsals in a meaningful and accessible way; and 
finally, 3) Information gathering skills and creativity. 

In this respect, information skills are essential in the writing process, espe
cially in its early stage. Failure to select information appropriately is a common 
weakness in scientific and technical writing. Often, writers blur their messages 
by giving too much information that is irrelevant or superfluous. They do not 
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discrimínate between what is really relevant and what is only mildly interesting. 
The emphasis throughout the selection process must be on the needs, concems 
and interests of the readers as well as the purpose of the document being com-
posed. The audience plays a crucial role in defining the kind of infomiation pro-
vided and the way it should be deHvered. But it is vital to do more than just ma-
ke information convenient to receive. It must comand the reader's attention. 
That is, it should be presented in a way that is accesible and useful. Therefore, 
information must also be arranged: important data has to be highhghted by ca-
reful ordering and emphasis. This whole process of SELECTING and ORGA-
NISING information is one of the most necessary Commumcation Skills which 
needs to be taught in English for Science and Technology. 

In short to become better communicators, writers in this sphere should 
not only be able to recognise and use the conventions and formats established 
within different types of texts/genres, but also given the critical toolsfor suc-
cess. Henee Communication Skills are the tools to achieve a more effective and 
productive transmission of their technical knowledge. 
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APPENDIX 1 

226 Nu^ant Hall 
Brookfield Polytoclmic InsUtute 
Ames, NT 12181 
(655) 270-4391 

Pebuary 25, 1990 

Mr. BlU Datilen 
Sperry ünlvac Semiconductor DlvlBlons 
02X26, P.O. Box 3526 
St. Paul, MU 56166 

Dear Mr. Dablem: Dear l£r Dalxlem: .«««^ * ,^ -
In response to your adverUsement In IEEE Speetrum (Au<U8t 199°). I ^ ^ ' ^ 

to apply for the poslUon oí Bl-poUr Developement En«meer. Altor consWertoj! your 
o h a l S n g requlx^ments; I beUeve that my experteao. and f ^ f ' ^ " " ^ ^ ^ « ^ ^ ' • ^ ^ r ^ 
enable to make slgnlflcant contrlbutlons to your expandln* dlvtoloi^ My baokround 
Includes— 

oí the Computer program. 

Comp:euon oí a senlo. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ t ^ Z ^ T ^ ^ ' ^ ' ^ ' ^ ohlps uBlní 8tate-of-the art teoniucs. i was amu i<»>f 
acterlzlng the devloe chlps. 
CompleUonofaeveralíraduatecour8esmeeml-oonductordevlceB,mtergratadclrcluta 

and digital loglo ciroult design-

ir, o » » »~,™ T>PT in Aujwst 1990 and would appreclata belng 
I wUl recleve my B.SJ!.E_ ^^'^^f^LSi^^rafter I wül oaU on you n«ct Wad. 

consldered for permanant '^^"^'f\^^^Jf^Ju>:^. If you deelre addlUonal 
durlng your office hours to set up an Interview at your o™""""" ' 
UU11Í16 jui" "i"^ ""»" . ,•BRK̂  !>rn-43ai durlní the momlngs. 
informauon, I can be reached at (565) Z7U-*Joi auiiu» 

Thank you for your klnd oonslderaUon. 
YouTS truely. 

Perry C. Culbert 




